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@iowastatedaily.com
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To grab a few friends and have a good time...
**Weather**

Showering and a storm are possible. High near 61. East winds to 10 mph.

Cloudy, then gradually becoming mostly sunny, with a high near 57.

A 20 percent chance of showers. Partly sunny, with a high near 56.

This week in 1988:

- A storm is expected to sweep across Iowa for many days, with the lowest temperatures reached on the morning of the 19th.

---

**Daily Snapshot**

**VEISHEA TRIVIA**

1. **VEISHEA was established in what year?**
2. **Where is the location of the VEISHEA canoe races?**
3. **True or False: More teens are killed by alcohol than all drugs combined.**
4. **What VEISHEA contest ended in 1970? (Hint: Harry Truman was a judge at this event)**
5. **True or False: Each year approximately 5,000 people under the age of 21 die as a result of underage drinking.**
6. **Approximately, how many hours go into planning each float for the VEISHEA parade?**
7. **Approximately, how many people attend the VEISHEA parade each year?**
8. **What is Alcohol Awareness Month.**
9. **True or False: Drinking has NO long term effect on body organs such as the brain, liver, stomach and kidneys.**
10. **In 2007 VEISHEA celebrated how many years of being an event at Iowa State?**
11. **True or False: Drinking has NO long term effect on body organs such as the brain, liver, stomach and kidneys.**
12. **True or False: Being convicted of underage drinking stays on your permanent record.**
13. **During VEISHEA, always remember to________.**
14. **Where is the location of the VEISHEA canoe races?**

---

**GET THE DAILY ON THE GO**

Follow us on Twitter for updates on news, sports, entertainment and more

Iowa State Daily
@ISUDeports
@AmsU23

---

**WEBSITE: Creating festivity for Veishea celebrations**

Sykhala Morris, left, freshman in finance, and Aqilah Hazian, junior in dietetics, look through various Veishea button designs.

---

**Map out a memorable VEISHEA**

Have fun & be responsible at VEISHEA

---

**Daily Specials**

- Pancakes
- Cherry Pies
- Taste of VEISHEA
- Concerts
- Parade
- Campaniling
- Shares Over VEISHEA

---

**ISU Police: 515-294-5133**

**Ames Police: 515-294-5133**

**Staff in red fleece ISU vest**

---
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**CELEBRATE RESPONSIBLY**

These colleges and businesses remind you to celebrate responsibly this VEISHEA week.

---

**ISP**

ISU Daily Publication Board, Room 108 Hamilton Hall

---

**ISU Daily**

Iowa State University
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
Iowa State University
College of Human Sciences
Iowa State University
College of Liberal Arts & Sciences
Iowa State University
College of Natural Sciences
Iowa State University
College of Business

---

**ISU Daily Newsroom**

515.294.4123

---

**ISU Daily Classifieds**

515.294.4123

---

**ISU Daily Retail Advertising**

515.294.4123

---

**ISU Daily General Information**

515.294.4123

---

**ISU Daily Website**

www.iowastatedaily.com

---

**ISU Daily on Twitter**

@ISUDeports
@AmsU23

---

**ISU Daily on Facebook**

www.facebook.com/ISU.Deports

---

**ISU Daily on Google Plus**

www.google.com/+ISUDeports

---

**ISU Daily on Instagram**

www.instagram.com/ISUDeports

---
A current issue of this magazine requires months of intensive planning and exten-
sive training. "We train 2 to 3 times a week, doing things like hill running, cardio train-
ing, biking and weightlifting," said Wickert. Why do some people seem to be able to learn the factors involved in running a university. He also cites his many years as a faculty member as how he understands higher education.

President John Wintersteen and ISU President Steven Leath were also unavailable for comment. Wickert said, "The college has 7,000 students, which is larger than the population in Iowa. We would like to see the university get more control in relationships with the students and alumni.

Manderscheid was selected as a candidate, "I am honored to be selected as a candidate," he said. "I have spent six years as professor and chairman of the department of mathematics at the University of Iowa. Wickert said. "The college has 7,000 students, which is larger than the population in Iowa. We would like to see the university get more control in relationships with the students and alumni.

Manderscheid was selected as a candidate, "I am honored to be selected as a candidate," he said. "I have spent six years as professor and chairman of the department of mathematics at the University of Iowa. Wickert said. "The college has 7,000 students, which is larger than the population in Iowa. We would like to see the university get more control in relationships with the students and alumni.

Manderscheid was selected as a candidate, "I am honored to be selected as a candidate," he said. "I have spent six years as professor and chairman of the department of mathematics at the University of Iowa. Wickert said. "The college has 7,000 students, which is larger than the population in Iowa. We would like to see the university get more control in relationships with the students and alumni.

Manderscheid was selected as a candidate, "I am honored to be selected as a candidate," he said. "I have spent six years as professor and chairman of the department of mathematics at the University of Iowa. Wickert said. "The college has 7,000 students, which is larger than the population in Iowa. We would like to see the university get more control in relationships with the students and alumni.
Catherine Dunbar, left, Amelia Thorne and Ali Owens enjoy lunch on Central Campus. The Iowa Pork Producers provided the meal.

Chris Groenendyk, senior majoring in kinesiology, runs to the last set of basketballs while participating in the three-point tournament for Veishea on Wednesday at Lied Recreation.

Chris Groenendyk, senior majoring in kinesiology, runs to the last set of basketballs while participating in the three-point tournament for Veishea on Wednesday at Lied Recreation.

Chelsey Rouse, sophomore in marketing, won Cyclone Idol with the song “At Last.” Rouse was one of 12 participants sung the night away at Cyclone Idol on Wednesday in a musical competition.

Derek Furrow sang his way into second place in Cyclone Idol Wednesday night. Chelsey Rouse, sophomore in marketing, won the contest with the song “At Last.”

Mike Carter, senior majoring in industrial engineering, defends against Ed Brewer, senior majoring in logistics during the three-on-three tournament for Veishea on Wednesday at the Lied Recreation Facility.

Students gathered on Central Campus to watch the Veishea outdoor movie, “Mission Impossible 4: Ghost Protocol” on Wednesday night.

Chris Groenendyk, senior majoring in kinesiology, runs to the last set of basketballs while participating in the three-point tournament for Veishea on Wednesday at Lied Recreation.
Catherine Dunbar, left, Amelia Thorne and Ali Owens enjoy lunch on Central Campus. The Iowa Pork Producers provided the meal.

Nathan Chambers, sophomore in agricultural studies, slips and slides on a homemade slip-n-slide Wednesday during the lunch hour on Central Campus.

Kenny Loose, freshman in mechanical engineering, participates in the fourth round of the 3-point tournament for Veishea on Wednesday at the Lied Recreation Facility.

Chelsey Rouse, sophomore in marketing, won Cyclone Idol with the song “At Last.” Rouse was one of 12 participants who sang the night away at Cyclone Idol on Wednesday in the Memorial Union. The singers were selected from a previous round of competition. The show was hosted by Young MC, who brought the crowd to their feet with “Bust a Move.”

David Ring, junior in industrial engineering, works in the post during the Veishea 3-on-3 tournament Wednesday at the Lied Recreation Facility.

Mike Carter, senior majoring in industrial engineering, defends against Ed Brewer, senior majoring in logistics and supply chain management, during the 3-on-3 tournament for Veishea on Wednesday at the Lied Recreation Facility.

Young MC hosted Cyclone Idol, and ended the show with a performance in the Great Hall of the Memorial Union. He brought the crowd to their feet with “Bust a Move.” Cyclone Idol featured performances from 12 students, who were chosen at a previous round of competition.
You get a good public education that to public matters, like making sure lic and the private interests separate the land grant ideal has occurred. or duty, whether it be holding public benefits (a public good)? law in 1862. Do you think it was so the diverse subjects listed and ask your- self why Congress passed that the rise of science and fundamental in President Jefferson's demands of a growing population, to integrate the rise of science and technology and the increasing need for goods of a growing population, with the classic liberal education essential in President Jefferson's era. The Morrill Act was the first pub- lic land grant acts in any way. Many Republicans and some public college is "without excluding other scientific and classical studies and including agriculture and the mechanical arts... in order to liberal and the provided public benefit or duty, whether it be holding public benefits (a public good)? land grant schools says it all. 44 voted to keep the Buffett Rule from consid- ered to be in the private interest, instead of holding public benefits. To identify as a Republican is not. To identify as a Republican feminism has been called anti-woman. Instead, we see farces like we did on the Buffett Rule represents an unwillingness to make budgets and closely examine their spend- the whole point of partying is to provide them with a platform to speak their minds and work for their party's ideology. The whole point of to provide them with a platform to speak their minds and work for their party's ideology.
**Sports**

**ONLINE**

INTL/STUDENTS PLAY IN 8-ON-8 GAMES; iowastatedaily.com/sports

**Monday, April 23, 2012**

**Dea Moore**

**Lolo Jones to compete in Drake Relays**

By Stephanie Souffleid

Cyclones overcame two Iowa home runs

By Sara Cameron

The ISU softball team defeated Iowa State University 4-3 on Wednesday at the Southwest Athletic Complex. After an intense and exciting game, Iowa State defeated Iowa and can now look forward to competing in the Big 12 Conference Tournament which will be held May 8-10.

The Cyclones celebrate after junior Erica Miller hits a home run that brought two players across the plate on Wednesday at the Southwest Athletic Complex.

**Sara Davison**

**ISU rallies for win over Hawks**

By Travis Cammon

The ISU softball team defeated Iowa State University 4-3 on Wednesday at the Southwest Athletic Complex.

The Cyclones celebrate after junior Erica Miller hits a home run that brought two players across the plate on Wednesday at the Southwest Athletic Complex.
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Cyclones track and field team sets out on their busy weekend of three different meets in the state.

Ihmels said that when he took over (the position) that I would target the meets that I knew we would get good competition and good weather in. Iowa State (has) a really good facility, "San Francisco and California. We are probably on the coast every single weekend.

That is something that you give the kids the opportunity to run in good weather and with good fields and great coaches."

Birdsong also noted in almost centre sun that they as in California for the three different competitions with vans going three different directions and training in three different places.

Birdsong said that trips in the mountains of California can be hectic, but said it was a good experience for him.

"That's not easy," Birdsong said. "But I think that the kids get to see what it's like and how that is going to be through the season.

Birdsong also said that this meet is going to be a true test.

"It's a great competition," Birdsong said. "It's going to be a true test."

The Mt. SAC Relays is the first stop on Saturday, [and] our 4x400[-meter] relay. We have such a busy weekend right before the Mt. SAC Relays for week in the country, but we could not be more excited with the Mt. SAC Relays this year.

During the weekend before the Drake Relays, Birdsong said it is important to have such a busy weekend right before the Drake Relays for week in the country. But I'm really looking forward to getting to California for the track and field season.

With a confident state of mind, Wiens talked specifically about the competition that will be at the Mt. SAC Relays this weekend and that he is not worried his runners will not perform.

"We're up against some front teams," Wiens said. "This is a great opportunity to see how we can do against some of those teams and what we can do against some of those teams.

We're going to have a little bit of pressure, we need to learn to play under pressure and don't just let them slide by us as much."

## Preparation still needed for ISU

Cyclones' momentum sets them up for the week.

By Michael Schmitt

Going into the last two meets of the regular season, the Iowa State track and field team is preparing for Texas Tech and before this weekend.

"The team really is not doing much differently in terms of preparing for the meets. We're just really focused on making sure we find our short form again, and USOC welcome Marie-Christine Chartier. "There is a right time to go that's going to change at this point."

(iowastatedaily.com)

#### Track and field

By Dylan Montz

The Bryan Clay Invitational will take place this weekend ahead.

ISU freshman Alec Bollman will run the 800 and 1,500-meter in California.

"It's a great trip for us," Ihmels said. "We're going to have a lot of fun."

ISU freshman Alec Bollman will run the 800 and 1,500-meter in California.

Competitions at Mt. SAC began on Thursday afternoon and will run through Saturday in Walnut, Calif. The Bryan Clay Invitational will be Friday in Arizona, Calif. and the Beach Invitational will be Saturday in Coronado, Calif.

A photo from a previous year

Women get multiple heats to race all runners.

By Stephen Koenigfeld

As the ISU women's track and field teams net out on their busy weekend of three different meets in the state, the ISU women's track and field team sets out on their busy weekend of three different meets in the state.

The Mt. SAC Relays in Walnut, Calif.

The Mt. SAC Relays is the first stop on Saturday, and our 4x400[-meter] relay. We have such a busy weekend right before the Mt. SAC Relays for week in the country, but we could not be more excited with the Mt. SAC Relays this year.

During the weekend before the Drake Relays, Birdsong said it is important to have such a busy weekend right before the August meets for week in the country, but we could not be more excited with the Mt. SAC Relays this year.

"A lot of the kids are going to get to see those opportunities," Birdsong said. "It's one of those opportunities that hard-core runners can come out of it."

Sport's note: Women said he is not concerned with what heats his other teammates are going to be placed in the relay this weekend.

With a confident state of mind, Wiens said the weekend is going to be a true test.

"We have such a busy weekend right before the Mt. SAC Relays for week in the country, but we could not be more excited with the Mt. SAC Relays this year.

"We're going to have a little bit of pressure," Wiens said. "This is a great opportunity to see how we can do against some of those teams and what we can do against some of those teams.

Women talked specifically about the competition that will be at the Mt. SAC Relays this weekend and that he is not worried his runners will not perform.

"We're up against some front teams," Wiens said. "This is a great opportunity to see how we can do against some of those teams and what we can do against some of those teams.
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**CREATING A FAMILY IN “RENT”**

Heather Smith, senior in performing arts and music, and drama major, will perform at a campus-scale rehearsal of “RENT” on April 10 at Fisher Theater.

**By Patty Clark**

Christian Peterson’s “larger-than-life” plastic human panthers will be viewed for the first time at Iowa State during the Veishea 2012 parade.

The panthers, created by Peterson, are two sculptures that were created by Peterson in his earlier years before coming to Iowa State. They originally sat on two columns in front of the Student Union. When the columns were removed and the statue was placed in storage, the university saw an opportunity to bring the panthers back to campus.

A search for the panthers was conducted by Karen Gysel, assistant professor of ceramics and sculpture at Iowa State.

“I have been searching for the panthers for a few years,” said Gysel. “When they were found at Iowa State, I thought they would be a great addition to the university’s collection of art.”

The panthers arrived at Iowa State on Monday, and are now creating a “lot of noise” around campus.

The panthers will be displayed on a specially built float during the Veishea parade.

**Music**

**Kimya Dawson**

Singer-songwriter Kimya Dawson does not see retirement as much as she is an artist mother, but she is taking a few breaks from touring to spend some time with her family. The New York-based performer will be at Fisher Theatre Thursday. Dawson generally makes her set list the day of the show, and she and her husband, filmmaker Ryan Logan, also a favorite in the Ames area, were recently married.

Kimya’s visit to Ames would be “like a mini-tour,” Logan said. “She’s a great songwriter and known as a wonderful performer.”

It follows a group of friends over the course of a year, as they experience love, loss, separation and ways to survive the artist’s struggle.

The Moldy Peaches.

Dawson said she was especially excited to work with him to schedule a show reminiscent of her first tour of Ames between big venues in Minneapolis and Madison, Wis.

Dawson’s work has been featured in various films, most notably “Juno,” earning her national acclaim.

In addition, she has collaborated with artists like Aesop Rock, They Might Be Giants and The Mountain Goats.

The Moldy Peaches.

Dawson is known for her 10” single with Atmosphere music group on Record Store Day, this Saturday.

She will also be releasing a limited edition colorfully painted pallets.”

**VEHICLES**

**Brian Imbus, hypnotist**

Brian Imbus, hypnotist, will perform at Fisher Theatre Friday at 6:30 p.m.

**Ames247 writer**

Imbus is from West Des Moines and has been a professional stage hypnotist for over 25 years. He has performed at many universities and corporate events on the upper Midwest and the eastern seaboard.

Imbus can hypnotize a guest, or bring one of the audience members on stage to hypnotize. Imbus can hypnotize a single person or a group of up to 15 people.

He also can hypnotize a group of people in the audience, or hypnotize an entire audience.

Imbus can hypnotize a single person or a group of up to 15 people.

Imbus said he is offering a 15% discount for all Ames247 readers.

**Friday**
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Mahlon Darlington
By Olivia Gard
Ames247 Writer

Mahlon Darlington has been involved in the Ames music scene for the past 36 years. He has been the founder of the Ames Piano Quartet, the resident chamber music ensemble, has performed internationally and recorded 14 CDs. Darlington is retiring after 36 years of service, and a reception for him will be Wednesday from 4 to 5 p.m. in the Music Hall Lobby.

Q: What have you learned from the students you instruct?
A: I’m always looking to increase my idea of how to teach certain types of things, not just the music but the techniques, and sometimes I find a student will come up with a new idea about the way of playing or thinking that I think is very interesting.

Q: What have you learned from your Ames Piano Quartet colleagues?
A: There’s an extended family. It’s like any family that you have. I suppose it’s like being a student in a diversity of ways, because we’re all different. I can learn from them. It’s that kind of thing. It’s the only way I know how.

Q: What are your plans after retirement?
A: I always look to increase my knowledge and discover new pieces that haven’t been played around the world. We’ve recorded incredible looks for all of our CDs. We made 14 CDs, and that’s a lot of music when you figure there may be close to 70 minutes on a CD.

Q: What has been the most rewarding part of being in Ames Piano Quartet?
A: Part of it is that it’s given us a chance to not just be teachers here but also a group that has received some acclaim. We’ve been told many times that we’re the most recorded piano quartet in the music world. We’ve received incredible looks for all of our CDs. We made 14 CDs, and that’s a lot of music when you figure there may be close to 70 minutes on a CD.

One of the most rewarding things has been to perform the back of the literature and discover new pieces that we haven’t performed before. And if that’s enough to bring in, we’re very, very, very happy. To bring new pieces that we feel are good, and if you can bring in new things, that’s the way of looking at something, and I’ll say, “Oh, this is a good piece that I’ve never heard before.” And I think it’s the way of thinking that I have always had.

Q: What are your plans after retirement?
A: I’m always looking to increase my idea of how to teach certain types of things, not just the music but the techniques. Sometimes I find a student will come up with a new idea about the way of playing or thinking that I think is very interesting. That’s one of the most rewarding things.

Q: What are you working on these days?
A: That dog that I have, Clara the labradoodle, is in a therapy program. She is going to become a therapy dog. I’ll take her when she’s given the okay, it might not be until fall. Probably some volunteer-type of things, I want to do some traveling.

Q: How do you think you’ve changed over the years?
A: You know a student who would make a good interview profile?
Let us know at Ames247@iowastatedaily.com

Amherst Sherlock, the communications coordinator for University Museums explained that though people think that the panthers were not going to be revealed until Saturday, it’s hard to avoid discussion about the panthers. “The installation of the Petersen panthers to the Art Museum turf and the spot allows them to put on Campus Collection right outside of Morrill Hall,” said Sherlock. “The panthers will be on display from 1:00 p.m. Saturday, and the audience will be able to visit and take pictures.”

Though people walking on campus can see them now, they are not surprised to see the sculptures already placed in the permanent spot yet. Because the panthers are installed single, they are not used to see the site prepared for Saturday so the installation is quick and simple. “I think one of the sculptures needed to be carved more so it can properly fit into the alcove,” said Sherlock. The sculptures are covered every night throughout the week to protect them from any sort of damage.

Allison Sherlock, the communications coordinator for University Museums explained that though people think that the panthers were not going to be revealed until Saturday, it’s hard to avoid discussion about the panthers. “The installation of the Petersen panthers to the Art Museum turf and the spot allows them to put on Campus Collection right outside of Morrill Hall,” said Sherlock. “The panthers will be on display from 1:00 p.m. Saturday, and the audience will be able to visit and take pictures.”

Though people walking on campus can see them now, they are not surprised to see the sculptures already placed in the permanent spot yet. Because the panthers are installed single, they are not used to see the site prepared for Saturday so the installation is quick and simple. “I think one of the sculptures needed to be carved more so it can properly fit into the alcove,” said Sherlock. The sculptures are covered every night throughout the week to protect them from any sort of damage.
Modified and organic crops can coexist in agriculture

By Elizabeth Polsdofer

The future of the agriculture industry as well as discussions on how commercial farming can coexist with farms that use genetically modified crops were on the table at the Agricultural Biotechnology, Emerging Technologies and Conferences Conference. The conference was held on Wednesday at the Gateway Conference Center in Mars. The conference included sessions from the organic and traditional farming industries, regulation leaders and prominent researchers.

Among those attending were organizers of the biotechnology research and education project for the Center for Social in the Public Interest, a non-profit organization in DC that focuses on education regarding the agricultural and animal industries.

“When I come to Iowa State, I like to find out how people understand their properties as well as what information they have,” Ahn said. “It’s tricky, there is a policy perspective...”

With professors in agronomy and an active research team, the Future Food Systems Institute provided education for a lay audience and was tailored to discussable issues.

“The state of Iowa where there is production of genetically modified crops that do no good is a problem of all the nations,” Ahn said.

With the rapid advancement in the biotechnology as a challenge because the rate at which regulations policies are change much faster than the advances in biotechnology.

“India is getting into a competition that is going on in the world,” he noted.

“There’s a lot of new information on that, some that is coming out now and that is interesting if we want to do something...” Jaffe said that although policy makers about what the genome is, it is generally not do so quick that the way it’s regulated. “We need to make the right decision on that,” he added.

Jaffe said that rapid advancement in the biotechnology is future transportation, for which the public needs to know more.

“Now we need to know the precautions that we need to take,” Jaffe said.
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**Daily Horoscope**

**Scorpio** (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A romantic phase begins so be ready. Focus on your loved one's needs. It's a great day to be intimate. The stars are shining for you and your special someone.

**Aries** (March 21-April 19): Let love infuse your spirit. Contribute to you or others. It's another group activity that beckons. New studies in a degree or exercise ritual? Maybe. Take advantage. You're in your happy zone.

**Taurus** (April 20-May 20): Check results and celebrate! Check your data before taking any action. You'll need to do something new.

**Gemini** (May 21-June 20): Today is an 8 -- Cancer (June 22-July 22): Career takes off like a rocket. One's encouragement, your hunch could be profitable. New studies in a degree or exercise ritual? Maybe. Take advantage. You're in your happy zone.

**Leo** (July 23-Aug. 22): Today is a 6 -- Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Education could be a little while, new opportunities may be served. New studies in a degree or exercise ritual? Maybe. Take advantage. You're in your happy zone.

**Libra** (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Today is a 6 -- Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A romantic phase begins so be ready. Focus on your loved one's needs. It's a great day to be intimate. The stars are shining for you and your special someone.

**Sagittarius** (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Focus on your loved one's needs. It's a great day to be intimate. The stars are shining for you and your special someone.

**Capricorn** (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Today is an 8 -- Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Today is a 9 -- Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): Today is an 8 --

---

**Word of the Day:**

Aperçu / a-per-SY /, noun;
1. An outline or summary.
2. An immediate estimate or judgment; an initial impression; a first glance. *Example: Dr. Lornier, if you would be kind enough to give us a summary of your plans for the next months.*

**Random Facts:**

1. Historical novel, usually
   a novel that recreates actual events
   and people, usually
   with the interest of a detective
   story. It's another group activity that
   beckons. New studies in a degree
   or exercise ritual? Maybe. Take
   advantage. You're in your happy zone.

2. Exemplars of poverty
   --TODAY IS AN 8--
   **Aries (March 21-April 19)**

3. Museums for
   --TODAY IS AN 8--
   **Aries (March 21-April 19)**

4. Museums for
   --TODAY IS AN 8--
   **Aries (March 21-April 19)**

---

**Crossword**

**SUDOKU**

Across

1. Historical novel, usually
   a novel that recreates actual events
   and people, usually
   with the interest of a detective
   story. It's another group activity that
   beckons. New studies in a degree
   or exercise ritual? Maybe. Take
   advantage. You're in your happy zone.

2. Exemplars of poverty
   --TODAY IS AN 8--
   **Aries (March 21-April 19)**

3. Museums for
   --TODAY IS AN 8--
   **Aries (March 21-April 19)**

4. Museums for
   --TODAY IS AN 8--
   **Aries (March 21-April 19)**

---

**LOF® Xpress Oil Change**

Stop... to dine, nearest, quick-lube and experience the difference.

Enjoy... a free cup of Caribou coffee and oil your car.

GO... in 3 to 5 minutes your oil is changed and pay to "Go To!!"

Changing the way your oil gets changed!

---

**Where Good Neighbors Make Great Friends**

- Full time professional management staff
- Free IEEE TV
- Internet
- Free car tire service
- 110+ Apartments
- Numerous Locations
- Outstanding Amenity
- Most properties
- Qwest managed

515.233.4440
Hunzik.com

---
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VEISHEA Grilling Essentials
April 16 - April 22

- **Hawkeye Vodka**: 1.75 ltr, $11.99
- **Frito Lay Tostitos**: bite size, restaurant or rounds, 13 oz, $1.99
- **HyVee Charcoal**: 16.6 lb, $4.99
- **Powerade**: 32 fl oz, 2 for $1
- **HyVee Bakery Fresh Hamburger Buns**: 8 ct, white or wheat, $1.99
- **Busch Light 24 Pack Cans**: 12 fl oz, $14.99
- **Pepsi**: 24 fl oz, 2 for $1
- **Frito Lay Tostitos, bite size, restaurant or rounds**: 13 oz, 4 for $10
- **HyVee Bakery Fresh Hamburger Buns**: 8 ct, white or wheat, 4 for $10
- **Gourmet Steakhouse Burgers**: 6 oz, 2 for $4

Open 24 hours a day • 7 days a week • Two convenient locations

Lincoln Center 640 Lincoln Way 232-1961
West Lincoln Way 3800 West Lincoln Way 292-5543

HyVee Employee Owned